"MEMORIAL" – A WORLD GOOD

On 11th November we received information that the General Prosecutor’s Office of the Russian Federation filed a lawsuit for dissolution of the Historical Educational Charitable and Human Rights Society “Memorial” (International Memorial). The case will be heard in Moscow on 25th November of this year. This act of political aggression is one which touches us deeply. We know how groundbreaking the input of "Memorial" was in work on remembrance and its contribution to the healing of Europe following the totalitarian experience of the 20th Century. We call upon world opinion to defend it.

“Memorial” – from the very start – came to be regarded by the world as the conscience of today's Russia. Its work – the search of historical truth and defence of human rights – is of international dimension; we were personally involved in some of its work. “Memorial” was nominated several times to the Nobel Peace Prize.

For Poland, “Memorial’s” part in uncovering the truth about the “Polish Operation of the NKVD”, the Katyn crime and other mass repressions was fundamental. We remember all the great work carried out by dissidents, and this too contributed to the esteem and authority of the people of “Memorial”; including those who were most highly awarded by the Republic of Poland: Sergiej Kovalev, Arseny Roginsky, Jan Raczynski, Alexander Guryanov, Aleksei Pamiatnykh, Nikita Petrov. Arseny Roginsky for many years was the only member of the International Auschwitz Council from Russia; he is honoured in the Garden of the Righteous in Warsaw.

We want to express our deepest solidarity with all those who together form „Memorial” – as a universal value and a supranational community. Especially today, when the institutions of the Russian Federation proceed in such a way to express their thanks for over three decades of fruitful work. 33 years is a period of time when a whole new generation grew up under the wings of the greatest figures of “Memorial”. Through the moral choices they make, they shall carry on the memory of the attitudes and stand of dissidents. Maybe in the future this will bring redemption for Russia, Europe and for the world.

A common good is born not out of some dominating over others but from a dialogue which is what “Memorial” has always strived for. We trust that on the anniversary of the end of the First World War, the freedom to remember will conquer political design – in the name of world peace.
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